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PASCHAL Ident
Simple financing of formwork
All formwork panels from Logo.3 and Modular Universal formwork have  
integrated RFID technology as standard.

–  Worldwide leader in RFID technology for formwork systems 
and their software-supported handling  –
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 No capitalisation in the balance sheet required
 No direct reduction of liquidity through acquisition and payment of the whole purchase 

price
 Financing possible in accordance with the “pay-as-you-earn” principle (costs of the asset 

can be financed from the revenues which are subsequently repeatedly earned with the 
said asset)

 Planning reliability through fixed user fee and fixed service life fixed utilisation time

Product benefits of leasing:

Reasons for leasing:
1. Strategic precision:   

Based on their specific requirements, lessees can determine which capital investments are to be made  
and at what moment.

2. Planning certainty: 
The amount of the leasing instalment and the term of the leasing contract are fixed from the very outset.

3. Flexibility:   
Whether the lessee or the leasing company is heading the purchase negotiations for the capital in- 
vestment can be freely selected as there are the questions who is later on responsible for service  
and repair, how the respective user fee amount is calculated during the term of the lease, how long  
the leasing item will remain available and how it will be re-utilised at the end of the contractual 
period.

4. Cash flow effects: 
As the leasing company assumes the financing of the investment asset, at the moment of investment  
there will be no depletion of liquidity and/or an increase in debt financing. Leasing instalments 
enable to spread the costs of the investment over a period during which revenues are generated 
from the leased asset according to the “pay-as-you-earn“ principle.

5. Balance sheet effects: 
As the lessor is the legal owner of the leased asset and therefore reports it in its own balance sheet,  
the lessee will not have its total assets increased. This has positive effects on the equity ratio.

6. Tax effects: 
Leasing instalments are operating expenses and are therefore immediately tax-deductible. Financing  
made by equity capital on the other hand means that only the amortisation is tax-deductible.

7. Innovation effects: 
The high level of flexibility in relation to the term of leasing agreements makes it easier for 
customers to adapt continually their formwork stock to rapid technological changes. 

8. Capacity effects: 
Fluctuations in capacity caused by general economic trends are likewise more easily intercepted with  
leasing than in a case of formwork purchase.

PASCHAL Ident  
Simple financing of formwork
PASCHAL Ident software optimised for RFID technology applications is a product of planitec GmbH, a PASCHAL Group-affiliated company  
specialised in software development. For the first time ever in formwork technology, this software makes it possible to individually mark,  
record and manage formwork panels. Benefits for investors that PASCHAL Ident brings with the integration of RFID technology of formwork  
panels are available in relation to financing as well as for the entire stock management and for the refitting of construction equipment 
and machines:
Investors who opt to lease formwork products with PASCHAL Ident benefit from the high level of quality, functionality and service  
lifetime of PASCHAL formwork systems, the numerous benefits of leasing as well as the clear identification of every single formwork panel 
PASCHAL Ident. Because, while leasing offers a more cashflow effects, liquidity and planning certainty, formwork panels equipped with 
PASCHAL Ident provide banks the requisite level of security for leasing and loan agreements.

Data recording with PASCHAL Ident

PASCHAL Ident delivers information on the main-
tenance of formwork such as date of manufacture,  
owner, field data, current place of operation, re pair  
activities, technical conditions and current value.

Functionality of PASCHAL Ident

 Information recorded per scanner and chip
 Data communication via online platform
 Applications for processing consignments and  
 returns 
 Web-based link-up supported for almost every  
 current ERP system

Refitting of construction 
equipment and machinery  

now also possible with RFID 
technology!
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